A retrovirus encoding the v-fps protein-tyrosine kinase induces factor-independent growth and tumorigenicity in FDC-P1 cells.
There is increasing evidence that protein-tyrosine kinases play pivotal roles in the response to growth-factor signals. The cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase c-fps/fes, due to its restricted expression in hematopoietic tissue, is likely to participate in hematopoietic growth-factor signalling. We have introduced a retrovirus containing an activated fps gene (encoding P130gag-fps) into the growth factor-dependent myeloid cell line FDC-P1. Clonal cell lines were derived by selection for a marker gene coding for G418 resistance in the absence or presence of the hematopoietic growth factor IL-3. G418 resistant clones expressed P130gag-fps and its associated protein-tyrosine kinase activity and displayed either a factor-independent or IL-3 hypersensitive phenotype and were tumorigenic in syngeneic recipients. Thus, introduction of the activated v-fps gene was able to circumvent the requirement for exogenous growth factors by FDC-P1 cells. Bioassay of conditioned medium from the various clones did not detect hematopoietic growth factor activity and PCR analysis for IL-3 transcripts were negative, suggesting that growth-factor independence was achieved by a mechanism other than autocrine production of a growth factor. We suggest that P130gag-fps is acting to directly stimulate a hematopoietic growth-factor signalling pathway, perhaps one that normally involves the endogenous c-fps/fes protein-tyrosine kinase of FDC-P1 cells.